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ABSTRACT
Rinehart, Jennifer Morgan MS., December 2000 Forestry
Effects o f Intensive Salvage Logging on Rocky Mountain Elk {Cervus elaphus nelsonii) 
at the Starkey Experimental Forest and  Range
Director: Jack Ward Thomas
Effects o f intensive silvicultural activities on Rocky Mountain elk {Cervus elaphus 
nelsonii V. Bailey) are examined using three separate study approaches. Ten elk were 
collared and monitored in each o f six years before (1990, 1991), during (1993, 1994) and 
after (1995, 1996) timber harvesting at the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range in 
northeast Oregon. Elk ranging behavior in response to the silvicultural treatment was 
studied by measuring areas o f core use contours (50%, 75%, and 90% core areas) and 
comparing them with a Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis o f variance. No 
significant difference in core area size was detected before, during or after the harvests (p 
= .09, .12 and .68 respectively). Habitat variables identified from previous studies were 
chosen to evaluate their influence over elk resource selection. Logistic regression o f use 
or non-use o f  a pixel unit was used to create models based on habitat characteristics 
before and after harvesting. Models were compared for composition of variables. 
Distances to roads and water were found to be more important in selection before 
harvesting while distance to cover was most influential after the harvests. Finally, 
Akaike’s information criterion methods were used to compare models o f elk mean 
velocities before, during and after harvests. Simplistic models were selected to include 
variables o f year o f study, season o f year and treatment block (before, during and after 
harvests). The model relating year o f study to mean velocity was found to be more 
plausible based on the information available in the data. The Starkey project enabled 
research on the effects o f silvicultural activities when avoidance by the elk was 
impossible.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the interactions between species and their habitats is central to the 
ability to manage natural resources. Researchers study the interplay between animals and 
their environments to draw a picture of the natural world which, in turn, responds to 
changes in habitat. In most cases, clarity is limited by the architecture o f studies, which 
alters the accuracy of predictions.
For example, manipulating a forest with an intensive timber harvest potentially 
changes both habitat and the numbers and distributions o f wildlife species. Predicting the 
exact relationship between change in habitat composition and subsequent animal 
response is difficult. Improvement in the understanding of wildlife/habitat relationships is 
increasingly crucial as land managers examine the ecological, economic, and social 
aspects o f their decisions. Forest management balances decisions between “commodity 
management” and “habitat requirements” for wildlife species of concern (Wisdom 1992). 
With a better understanding of the biological relationships involved in planning, the 
manager can make better-informed decisions and more effectively manage land as a 
multiple-use resource.
Land managers must strike just such a balance when planning timber sales within
elk habitat. Biologists have intensively studied the effects of timber manipulations on elk
populations since the 1960’s, examining the varied effects of harvesting on population
dynamics (Lyon et al. 1985). Specifically, researchers have tried to establish
relationships between elk numbers and activity patterns and such indicators o f human
activity as road building, road use, hunter access and timing and method of timber
harvests (e.g. Collins, Umess, and Austin 1978, Morgantini and Hudson 1979, Lyon and
I
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Jenson 1980, Pederson, Adams, and Skovlin 1980, Hershey and Leege 1982, Houston 
1982, Edge 1982, Edge, Marcum and Olson 1985, Canon, Umess, and DeByle 1987, 
Bryant et al. 1991). However, traditional methods used for these studies can only lend so 
much clarity to our understanding o f elk biology.
New methods and tools are allowing scientists to detail the behavior patterns of 
species at a much finer scale with greater accuracy than was previously possible. Some of 
these new technologies have been in place since 1989 at the Starkey Experimental Forest 
and Range near La Grande, Oregon. For instance, while it was known that elk avoided 
roads open to vehicular travel (Thomas et al. 1979) at varying levels o f traffic (Lyon 
1983) and during hunting season (Lehmkuhl 1981, Edge 1982). Researchers working on 
the Starkey Experimental Forest can examine the intensity o f those avoidance patterns, 
directions elk might move, and under what circumstances (location of food, use intensity, 
time o f day or weather patterns) elk will tolerate more or less human activity. Such 
information improves our understanding of elk behavior and manager’s ability to balance 
commodities and habitats.
This study addressed selected responses o f Rocky Mountain elk {Cervus elaphus
nelsonii V. Bailey) at the Starkey Experimental Forest and Range to intensive timber
harvest and regeneration methods. Testing the effects o f manipulations o f forests on wild
ungulate home ranges is not novel. However, the setting of this study and methods of
radio tracking used are unique. Starkey is a fully enclosed 10,125-hectare area. An
automated animal tracking system (AATS) that can track locations o f a collared elk as
often as every 20 seconds is in place. Researchers cordoned off a 1,453-hectare section of
the range and maintained a small herd o f elk within its fences while implementing an
2
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intensive timber harvest. By tracking these animals before, during and after timber 
harvest, a more accurate description of the effects o f timber management practices on elk 
was possible. While research at Starkey is limited to local effects, the involved 
technologies and methods offer options for more accurate studies.
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Figure 1: Starkey Experimental Forest and Range, Wallowa-Whitman Forest, 
Oregoa
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THE STARKEY EXPERIMENTAL FOREST AND RANGE
Starkey (Figure 1) was designated by the USDA Forest Service in 1940 for the 
purposes o f research. It is located in the Blue Mountains o f Oregon on the Wallowa- 
Whitman National Forest 35-km southwest of La Grande, Union County. In 1987, 
managers transformed the range to meet new research goals that would span at least the 
next 13 years. The study was designed and instituted as a collaborative effort between 
the Oregon Department o f  Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) and the U. S. Forest Service 
(USFS) in response to demands for information germane to more efficient multiple-use 
management o f the national forests.
The use and development of two technologies set Starkey apart in the world of 
wildlife research. First, 44 km o f New Zealand big game fence, 2.4 m tall, enclose the 
range, creating the largest closed system for wildlife research in the world (Bryant et al. 
1991, Rowland et al. 1997), The fence encloses enough area to support the normal 
summer movements o f wild populations o f approximately 614 elk and 300 mule deer 
{Odocoileus hemionus hemionus Rafinesque) as well as permit grazing of 590 domestic 
cow/calf pairs {Bos taurus) (Leckenby 1984, Bryant et al. 1991, Rowland et al. 1997). 
The range is subdivided further into three primary areas: the Main Study Pasture (8384 
ha), the Northeast Study Pasture (1453 ha) and the Winter Pasture (265 ha). The Winter 
Area includes winter feeding pastures and a handling corral for collaring and 
physiological assessments of the elk (Wisdom et al. 1993, Cook et al. 1996). Second, 
Starkey is home to an elaborate telemetry based tracking system The system triangulates 
collar locations at a resolution of 0.81 ha with signals from Long Range Navigation C
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(LORAN-C) towers in four states (California, Nevada, Washington, Montana) and 
British Columbia (Bryant et al. 1991, Rowland et al. 1997).
Starkey is characterized by “broad rolling uplands separated by moderately deep 
canyon drainage” (Skovlin 1991). Elevation varies from 1122 m to 1500 m (Bryant et al. 
1991, Rowland et al. 1997). Annually, Starkey receives around 51 cm o f precipitation 
mostly in winter snows. Seventy-five percent of the enclosed acreage is forested. Most of 
this forest community is composed o f  ponderosa pine {Pinus ponderosa) or mixed pine- 
Douglas fir (Fseudotsuga menziesii var. glauca). Parts o f the forests also contain 
lodgepole pines {Pinus contorta) or grand fir {Abies grandis). The remaining twenty-five 
percent of the range is grasslands typified by bearded bluebunch wheatgrass {Agropyron 
spicatum), Sandberg bluegrass {Poa secunda), Idaho fescue {Festuca idahoensis), and 
onespike danthonia {Danthonia unispicta). Additional description of the physical and 
vegetative properties o f the range can be found in Strickler (1965), Skovlin (1991),
Noyes et al. (1996), and Rowland et al. (1997).
Before fencing was complete, Starkey constituted normal spring, summer, and fall 
range by mule deer and elk but was not used extensively as winter range. In order to 
control the physiology of the elk used for the studies, researchers capture or entice the 
study animals into the Winter pasture to be fed for the winter months. In this way, all 
animals receive the same quality and quantity of winter forage while being exposed to the 
same environmental conditions, establishing a more controlled population resulted The 
elk are released back into the Main Study area and Northeast pasture from the feed 
grounds in the spring. The study season, then, lasts from early spring through late fall.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The combination of the environmental as well as technical capabilities o f Starkey 
produces a situation for detailed study o f the physical responses of elk to different timber 
management activities. Other ongoing research programs at Starkey involve 1) ungulate 
response to roads and road traffic, 2) herd reproduction related to age of breeding bulls, 
and 3) forage allocation between deer, elk and domestic cattle. For additional information 
on this ongoing research, see Johnson et al. (1991,2000), Noyes et al. (1996), or 
Rowland et al. (1997, 2000).
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Table 1: Tim etable of Im portan t Events at the Starkey Experim ental Forest and 
R ange (Rowland e t a l  1997}
Date Event
Summer 1989 AATS operational, averages 25 locations for each o f 10 elk in 
Northeast per day.
February 1990 Timber in Northeast marked for green sale.
Summer 1990 USFS accepts Boise Cascade Corp. bid; plans to harvest 6 mill, 
board feet by fall o f 1992
September 1990 AATS fully operational across Starkey Range (14 collared elk in 
Northeast)
Summer 1991 Road construction begins in Northeast
October 1991 Harvesting begins in Northeast
Winter 1991-92 Mild winter conditions: low numbers of elk arrive at winter 
feeding areas.
July 1992 Improved AATS installed and tested
November 1992 Harvesting completed in Northeast (over 7 mill board feet)
Spring 1994 Burning of logging residue and planting preparation in Northeast
June 1994 Lightning strikes Headquarters II (main computer for Starkey 
“paging” system). System efficiency reduced for remainder of 
1994 but repaired before 1995 field season
Spring 1995 Planting o f cuts in Northeast completed
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 2: Map of Northeast study area including detail for roads before building 
and renovation began for the harvesting operation. Syrup Creek is the main 
drainage of the Northeast pasture.
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N o r t h e a s t  St u d y  A r e a
The Northeast Study Area (Northeast) was the site o f intensive timber harvesting 
(Figures 1-3). Fifty elk were released in Northeast each spring (mid-March) and were 
recaptured in the late fall (mid-December). Between 6 and 13 elk cows were radio- 
collared each year in Northeast. Beginning in 1989, the automated animal tracking 
system (AATS) collected location data for the collared elk every year through 1998 
including data for before, during and after the treatment.
In 1991, the project team worked with the Forest Service’s La Grande Ranger 
District to plan and complete a timber sale in Northeast. Originally, the team planned the 
timber activities to mimic resultant stand condition that would emerge from projected 
silvicultural practices for the next 25-50 years. However, summer droughts and severe 
infestations o f spruce budworm {Choristoneura fumiferana) limited the saleable cut. New 
roads were built and existing roads renovated in late 1991 totaling 44.4 km (Thomas 
1990, Bryant et al. 1991, Rowland et al. 1997). Study cooperator Boise Cascade 
Corporation removed 6 million board feet between the fall o f  1991 and the winter o f 
1992 (Figure 3). Over 50% of the standing timber in Northeast was cut (Barrett 1999).
O f the 489 ha treated silviculturally, most timber removal was completed using 
shelterwood and seed tree regeneration cuts with some commercial thinning and 
individual tree selections (Barrett 1999) Prescribed bums for slash reduction and 
replanting occurred respectively in the summers of 1993 and 1994 (Bryant et al. 1991, 
Rowland et al. 1997).
10
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Figure 3; Map of timber harvest contours within Northeast Study Area. Over 6 
millioa board feet of timber were removed through seed tree and shelterwood 
silviculture techniques. Map also details the Northeast road system after building 
and renovations.
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The study team monitored collared elk in Northeast for three years (1989, 1990, 
and 1991) before the silviculture treatment to gather baseline data. Similarly, the animals 
were tracked during the 3 years o f timber sales, including bums and replants, to collect 
“during-harvest” data (1992, 1993, and 1994). Finally, data was collected through the 
post-sale years (1995, 1996, and 1997). Due to incomplete coverage of the range by the 
AATS system in 1989, useable “before-harvest” data was limited to 1990 and 1991. 
“During-harvest” data availability was limited to 1993 and 1994 due to insufficient 
numbers o f functioning collars Northeast in 1992 (data available for only 4 collars). 
Finally, analysis o f “after-harvest” data was concentrated on the two years immediately 
following the sale (1995 and 1996) for statistical consistency. Also work began in 1997 
on cross fencing within Northeast to support new research efforts at Starkey and these 
fences as well as the presence of workers within Northeast would interfere with 
conclusions from this work concerning variability due to harvesting activity. The data 
used in this analysis is stored at the USDA Forest Service’s La Grande Forest and Range 
Sciences Laboratory, La Grande, Oregon,
A u t o m a t e d  A n im a l  T e l e m e t r y  Sy s t e m
One unique aspect o f the Starkey research program is the AATS (Bryant et al.
1991, Thomas et al. 1990). The telemetry system uses traditional methods of
triangulation in accord with Long-Range Navigation-C (LORAN-C) and radio pagers to
locate collared animals. The system takes a reading every 20 seconds and calculates an
animal’s location within 45 to 53 m (Findholt et al. 1996, Johnson et al. 1998).
Computers at the base station on Starkey work through the list o f  acti ve collars, paging
12
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and locating each in turn (Figure 4). The delay between each successive location for each 
animal is no more than the paging cycle o f the computers and receivers. A completed 
cycle lasts from 1 to 2 hours depending on the number o f animals in the paging 
sequences.
Field Base Station
m
e Base station hardwars 
computes and displays toeatlon 
on computer map. Data are stored 
on mapnetlc tape
Relay Station
5. Relay station transmits 
^ n a ts  back to base station.
t . station broadcasts 
coded signal to ladio collar.
G
2. F’ager inside coitair receives- 
coded signal from base station 
and activates loran-C receiver.
4. Transmttter Inside coHar 
rebroadcasls lorarvC signala to 
relay station.
3. loran receiver inside collar 
accepts torarM^signais front 
lAfashington. California. Nevada. 
Montana, and British Columltta.
Figure 4 : Paging cycle of the Automated Animal Telemetry System at The Starkey 
Project. Animal collars are paged by the main computer^ triggering loran recievers 
in the units. These reeiever pick up loran signals from transmiters in neighboring 
states and relay the signals back to the main computers which triangulate collar 
location on the Starkey range. Fixed collars on the range are used to calibrate for 
error, having been ground truthed by geographic positioning system units. (Taken 
from Rowland et al 1997).
13
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Data included in my analyses were limited to 10 collared elk in each year. The 
AATS performed slightly differently during each year due to the number of animals in 
the paging sequences and brief shutdowns for updates o f the systems (Bryant etal. 1991, 
Rowland et al. 1997) (See Table 1). Therefore, the numbers of locations recorded for a 
given collared elk varied from year to year. Ten collars with the maximum numbers o f 
observations per data set were chosen for use in this study.(Table 2).
For a more complete description of the design, construction, and performance o f 
the AATS, see Dana, Fowler, and Hindman (1989), Bryant et al. (1991), Findholt et al. 
(1996), and Johnson et al. (1998).
Table 2: Number of locations recorded for each study collar (ID) by study season. 
Minimum sample size (n) for each year is listed below each colunm.
1990 1991 1993 1994 1995 1996
m N m N H ) N H> N m N m N
26 3969 50 398 60 1925 64 1193 359 1250 240 1827
50 4919 53 586 64 2149 69 1140 440 1000 241 1886
53 2509 54 694 69 2081 112 892 441 1014 243 1848
57 3946 64 505 111 2032 113 2491 445 1209 342 1679
59 4322 65 686 119 2239 135 790 446 1059 345 1255
61 3717 73 724 123 2399 350 1857 450 1067 373 2109
64 4632 76 835 132 2269 351 1185 452 790 376 1124
66 3686 77 866 134 2155 352 1788 453 950 378 1995
67 4388 78 858 135 2419 353 1902 456 995 389 1888
69 4231 79 539 138 1828 354 1652 457 931 449 1824
2500 300 1800 790 790 1100
N o r t h e a s t  E lk  H e r d
Each spring, elk were released from the winter handling area into Northeast. All 
elk were released into pastures in like condition (Dick, 2001). Prior to release, between 6 
and 14 of the cows were fitted with radio-telemetry collars and then tracked throughout
14
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the study year. Animals were not released to maintain any specific sex ratio. Estimates of 
population size and ratio are reported in Table 3.
Table 3; Northeast herd construction by study year.
Year Females Calves Males
1990 41 21 2
1991 74 26 12
1992 58 26 7
1993 71 20 1
1994 62 21 10
1995 71 35 8
At the end of a field season (late Fall), animals were herded back into the winter 
handling area. Weight measurements and blood samples were taken to determine 
pregnancy rates in females (Wisdom et al. 1993). Typical o f wild elk herds, the animals 
lost weight on the feed grounds during the winter months (Dick, 2001). Elk weight 
comparisons were made between animals released in either main study or northeast 
pastures in 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, and 1995. Mean weights and standard 
deviations are reported in Tables 4 and 5. There does not appear to be a relationship 
between weights o f elk exposed to timber harvesting activities (Northeast study elk) and 
those not exposed (Main study elk).
15
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Table 4 : Comparison of adult (2+ yrs) cow mean weights (kg) in after recapture 
from Main study pasture (no timber harvesting activity) and Northeast study 
pasture (Timber harvesting activities).
Study Year Main Study Elk Northeast Study Elk
X ± S D X ±SD
1990 No Data 204.8 16.2
1991 196.9 21.4 No Data
1992 213.8 17.1 202.5 18.9
1993 207.0 18.0 199.1 19.1
1994 205.2 18.0 216.0 18.0
1995 211.5 20.2 212.6 14.6
Table 5: Fall recapture elk weights (kg) for adult, yearling and calf females.
Female Elk Main Study Elk Northeast Study Elk
X ±SD n Max Min X ±SD n Max Min
Adult (2+) 210.9 17.3 272 265.5 166.5 209.3 18.1 170 248.4 164.3
Yearling 160.2 15.8 96 201.6 107.6 166.9 14.7 36 195.3 136.4
Calf 105.5 13.3 104 134.6 57.2 100.0 12.2 64 137.7 69.3
Pregnancy rates for adult cows in Northeast study herds remained above 85% in 
all years excluding 1994 when the percentage o f cows pregnant was 70% (Dick, 2001).
OBJECTIVE AND JUSTIFICATION
My objective was to measure the impacts o f intensive silvicultural treatments on 
elk. Three separate approaches were employed to assess these impacts.
First, I tested the hypothesis that there was no difference in the size of elk home 
range core areas before, during and after the treatment. It could be inferred that increased
16
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size o f core area o f use would translate to increased activity levels for a collared elk. 
Increases in activity could imply decreases in fitness. Given no option for avoidance of 
habitat alteration increased activity would indicate increased energy consumption. This 
might impair physical health when availability and amount of forage remains constant.
Security cover is defined as the least amount o f cover providing protection or 
escape routes fi'om perceived dangers (Lyon and Ward 1982). Thermal cover provides 
protection against high and low weather extremes (Skovlin 1982). Either of these types o f 
cover could include vegetation. Habitat alteration would likely change the distribution 
and location of these types of cover, negatively impacting fitness due to stress or reduced 
ability to thermoregulate (Lyon and Ward 1982). By more accurately documenting the 
ranging movements o f elk in response to timber management activities, a clearer picture 
o f the possible effects o f timber harvests on elk welfare could be provided.
Second, I tested the hypothesis that there was no difference in the influence of
habitat variables on elk resource selection before and after the treatment. Statistical
models o f elk use o f habitat were developed, relating use o f the landscape to its physical
characteristics. These models are called resource selection functions (RSF). RSF’s were
created to examine how models o f habitat use based on habitat variables would differ in
composition as elk adjusted to timber management activities within Northeast. Changes
in habitat composition might be expected to influence elk response to their environment.
Decreases in cover availability and increases in forage supply have been considered key
for determining habitat selection (Thomas et al. 1979). Many researchers have shown that
elk use of habitat decreases with decreasing distance to roads (e.g. Perry and Overly
1976, Hershey and Leege 1976, Marcum 1975, 1976, Pederson 1979, Wisdom 1998,
17
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Rowland et al. 2000). Distances of radio-collared elk to roads, used primarily in the study 
for logging and regeneration activities, would also be expected to influence behavior. 
Models were created o f use or non-use o f habitat dependent on physical habitat 
characteristic variables. The best-fit models for each treatment condition (before or after 
timber harvest) were then compared for differences in independent variable composition. 
Changes in composition of models o f habitat use before and after harvesting were viewed 
as indicative o f the strength o f influence o f habitat characteristics on elk behavior.
Finally, Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973) was used to select 
the best model o f the relationship between the intensive silvicultural treatments and mean 
velocities o f collared elk. Mean velocity was a measure o f the average rate of movement 
o f elk across the range. Measures o f distances between locations were divided by time 
between subsequent locations to arrive at velocities for collared elk movements. A mean 
velocity was then calculated for each collared elk’s set of velocities. Changes in resource 
locations and activities related to timber management were expected to influence the 
movements of the elk.
Elk response to timber management activities has been extensively studied since 
the early 1970’s (Lyon and Ward 1982). In such studies (e.g. Beall 1974, Marcum 1975, 
Hershey and Leege 1976, and Ward 1976), researchers found that elk avoid timber 
management activities. However, animals were exposed to treatments with the option of 
total avoidance of the activity (i.e. the elk could simply depart from the area). Such 
avoidance led to the conclusion that broad-scale harvesting has a significant effect on elk, 
even if  only temporarily (Beall 1974, Marcum 1975). The Starkey experimental
18
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environment affords the opportunity to explore elk response when total avoidance of 
similar broad-scale habitat manipulations is not possible.
EVALUATIJNG IMPACTS BY MEASURING SIZE OF CORE AREAS OF USE 
S u m m a r y  o f  St u d y  D e v e l o p m e n t
The original hypothesis proposed for study in the conceptual stages of the Starkey 
project was that there would be no difference in home range size for the elk before, 
during and after the silvicultural treatment. Early on in the project, it became clear from 
accumulating data that Northeast itself constitutes the home range of the elk due to the 
effect o f  the fence. Telemetry data indicated that animals ranged over the entire 
enclosure. Therefore, to determine the effects of the timber harvest on the home range 
pattern o f the elk, core areas o f use within the fenced area were substituted as the 
response variable.
M e t h o d s
I tested the hypothesis that there was no difference in the distribution o f core area 
size before, during or after the timber harvest. Northeast constituted the whole o f a home 
range for an elk. As a surrogate for studying the explicit home range patterns o f each 
radio-collared elk before, during, and after treatment, I calculated core area sizes based 
on percentages of use. Fifty, 75, and 90 percent core area contours were drawn for eaçh 
o f  the 10 elk followed in each of the 6 years studied: 2 years before treatment (1990, 
1991), 2 years during treatment (1993, 1994) and 2 years after treatment (1995, 1996). 
The area within each contour was measured and added to a database. Differences
19
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between the distributions of these area measurements were examined using a Kruskal- 
Wallis (1952) nonparametric test.
D e f in in g  C o re  A r e a s
Biologists have long used the concept o f “home range” to help describe ranging 
behavior of animals. Burt defined the home range as simply “that area in which an animal 
performs its daily activities” (1943). The challenge for researchers has been to 
quantitatively define that area. The literature on home-range estimation is extensive 
especially those studies that attempt to compare the many home-range estimators in 
accuracy and efficiency, for example reviews by Worton (1987) and Harris et al. (1990). 
Similarly, researchers have approached studies o f ranging behavior by studying areas 
within home ranges where use is disproportionate to the normal utilization distribution. 
These areas are called “core areas” (e.g. Burt 1943, Mohr and Stumpf 1966, Samuel et al. 
1985, Samuel and Green 1988). These core areas provide particular insight into food and 
cover resource use (Samuel and Green 1988).
In this study, the core area serves as a surrogate for studying the Northeast elk’s 
home range and habitat preference. The fenced boundaries of Northeast inhibited 
expression o f completely natural ranging motion and decision making by to radio­
collared animals. Therefore, the area within the 100% contour o f a kernel estimate o f the 
elk’s home range is the area within Northeast -  i.e., radio-collared animals essentially 
used the entire area to some degree.
20
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Da t a  Se t  P r o d u c t io n  a n d  A n a l y sis
To produce estimates of areas within these contours, I used CALHOME software 
(Kie, Baldwin, and Evans 1994) to draw the contours with an adaptive kernel method. 
Program CALHOME only allowed samples o f 500 or less locations. Therefore, 500 
locations for each radio-collared elk were randomly sampled without replacement from 
data sets that had more than 500 observations (see Table 2 for initial n of each collar data 
set). Otherwise, I used the complete data set. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
coordinates o f the location data were plotted and contours drawn based on adaptive 
kernel estimates o f probability o f use for each location. The area within each contour was 
measured in hectares squared. These areas were pooled into a data set and given a 
dummy variable descriptor o f treatment (0 ^  before treatment, 1 = during treatment, and 
2 =- a f t^  treatment). The final data set consisted o f area measurements for 20 animals for 
each treatment class and percent contour (Figure 5).
21
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Percent Probability Contour Treatment Block
50% contour: 20 area measurements Before Treatment (Dummy variable = 0) 
N = 6075% contour: 20 area measurements90% contour: 20 area measurements
50% contour: 20 area measurements
During Treatment (Dummy variable = 1 ) 
N  = 6075% contour: 20 area measurements
90% contour: 20 area measurements
50% contour: 20 area measurements After Treatment (Dummy variable = 2)
N = 6075% contour: 20 area measurements
90% contour: 20 area measurements
Figure 5: Experimental Design for Core Area Study.
There has been considerable discussion about violation o f the independence 
assumption in home range estimation statistics. With correlation between successive 
locations, any statistical estimate will likely underestimate the size of the true home range 
(Swihart and Slade 1985a). Most o f the discussion concludes statistical independence of 
observations is vital (Swihart and Slade 1985b, Worton 1987, Harris et al. 1990,
Reynolds and Laundre 1990, Worton 1995a, DeSolla, Bonduriansky, and Brooks 1999). 
However, statistical independence o f observations o f animals is difficult to achieve when 
they move between locations in a non-random manner. Tests for independence have been 
proposed as well as methods for determining optimum time intervals between successive 
observations (Swihart and Slade 1985b).
Yet, there is the argument that biologically relevant information is lost when 
statistical independence is achieved (Lair 1987, Reynolds and Laundre 1990, DeSolla, 
Bonduriansky, and Brooks 1999). Swihart and Slade later suggested that autocorrelation 
o f data does not negatively impact all estimators (1997). DeSolla, Bonduriansky, and 
Brooks (1999 p.222) found that nonparametric kernel estimates o f home range “do not
22
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require serial independence of observations” and suggested that larger numbers of 
observations with relatively constant time intervals improve the accuracy o f these home 
range estimates.
Adaptive kernel methods (Worton 1989) were chosen to delineate the core areas. 
Kernel methods are used to calculate a “probability density estimate of a distribution 
based on a sample o f points” (Seaman, Griffith and Powell 1998, p. 95). Interest was 
focused on core use o f the animals’ home range and estimates o f kernel estimators o f 
home range provide superior representation of the “internal structure” o f a home range 
(Harris et al. 1990). Kernel estimators are robust to changes in spatial resolution (Seaman 
et al. 1999), which is o f reduced concern in this case as the study area was fenced.
The nonparametric nature of kernel methods enables reliable estimates without 
knowledge o f underlying distributions o f data points. Finally, work by Seaman et al. 
(1999) found kernel estimators more accurate in comparison to other popular estimation 
methods such as convex-hull estimators, especially at sample sizes greater than 50. 
Worton (1995b) found no advantage o f adaptive kernel over fixed kernel estimates. 
However, since I was limited to consideration o f inner contours o f the home range, 
adaptive methods were utilized given that inner contours are less biased than with fixed 
methods (Seaman et al. 1999).
I entered data sets available for each collared elk in the CALHOME program and
used it to calculate the 50%, 75% and 90% contours. Least squares cross validation
(LSCV) was used to select the appropriate level o f smoothing of the kernels (Silverman
1986, Seaman, Griffith, and Powell 1998). LSCV is a “jack-knifing” method where
different values are used for the smoothing and compared. That value that minimizes
23
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error is chosen (Silverman 1986, Seaman, Griffith, and Powell 1998). Use of the 
software displayed the contours within an overlay of the fences around Northeast and 
calculated the area within each contour (See Appendix 1 for CALHOME output). A 
Kruskal-Wallis (1952) nonparametric analysis of variance was used to test for differences 
in the mean area size before, during and after the intensive timber harvest.
Table 6: Mean areas (ha ) within percent use contours (90%, 75%, and 50%) by 
study year, (n for each year and percent is 10).
90% Contour 75% Contour 50% Contour
X LSD X LSD X LSD
1990 1129.8 86.7 765.1 98.6 409.7 75.0
1991 1205.7 107.6 781.1 81.7 366.4 69.1
1993 1134.0 131.6 789.7 97.5 397.0 68.3
1994 1197.8 6Z9 8716 76.1 47Z2 48.2
1995 1168.8 72.4 841.0 53.4 451.5 50.1
1996 1125.4 77.7 783.0 71.6 417.7 69.3
Table 7; Kruskai-Wallis Two-way Analysis of Variance test of differences in mean 
area for proportion core area contours.
Proportion Kruskal-Wallis 
Chi-Square
Degrees of 
Freedom
P value
50% 4.8923 2 0.09
75% 4.2534 2 0.12
90% 0.7856 2 0.68
R e s u l t s  a n d  D isc u s sio n
Mean areas within percentage use contours are reported in Table 6. There does
not appear to be a strong relationship between core area size and treatment condition. The
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Kruskal-Wallis test supports this conclusion (50%: p = .09; 75%: p = .12; 90%: p = .68) 
(Table 7). This suggests there may have been little influence o f the intensive harvest on 
ranging behavior o f the radio-collared animals. It is interesting to note that slight 
differences in some of the individual elk ranges can be visually discerned (Appendix 1). 
Visual examination of elk use patterns indicated a preference for sections o f Northeast 
farthest from management activities during harvesting and regeneration in 1993 (Figure 
6). Elk released in Northeast in 1994, after harvests and associated activities were 
complete, showed no such avoidance (Figure 7). Several o f the home ranges (Appendix
1) show avoidance o f the northeast comer o f Northeast. In November of 1999, the AATS 
was set to track only those collars within Nmtheast and recorded locations at 10-minute 
intervals for those collars. There was complete coverage of the range (Kie, 2001) 
suggesting that any apparent “comer effect” is due to sampling from an elk’s complete 
data set. With only a static picture o f the sample of elk locations it is difficult to assess 
the accuracy of such conclusions other than as general descriptions o f the activity of 
those individual elk.
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Figure 6: Locations for Elk #134 in 1993 during harvesting and regeneration 
activities* This particular elk shows extreme avoidance of harvesting activities along 
Syrup Creek (see Figure 2 Map of Northeast for road and drainage detail).
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Figure 7: Locations for elk #353 in 1994 after most harvesting activity had ceased. 
Indiscriminate use of the range within Northeast is obvious regardless of road or 
drainage location (See Figure 2 for map of Northeast).
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Researchers involved in the Cooperative Elk-Logging study in Montana found 
similar temporary avoidance patterns and tolerance for logging activities (Lyon et al. 
1985). They reported that elk use of the study site was similar before and after logging 
and that any avoidance of a logging site was related to roads that remained open and the 
burning o f logging slash (Lyon et al. 1985). They also noted that in areas where activity 
on roads was restricted to logging equipment, disturbance rarely exceeded one mile. The 
Northeast timber operations were the only human activity allowed within the Northeast 
fence other than controlled hunts and some vegetation sampling. The location data 
recorded during the days o f those hunts was removed from our data sets in order to focus 
attention on variation related to timber management activities. Data was also removed for 
dates at least 3 days after hunting activity.
Disturbance patterns o f elk herds have been evaluated in relations to logging and 
roads in many different studies (Edge 1982, Lyon 1979, Lyon and Jensen 1980; Irwin and 
Peek 1983; Hershey and Leege 1982; Morgantini and Hudson 1979; Pederson, Adams, 
and Skovlin 1980; Rost and Bailey 1979; Ward 1973; Skovlin, Bryant, and Edgerton 
1989). Elk tend quickly use recently logged areas due to increases in forage (Skovlin, 
Bryant, and Edgerton 1989). Most studies agree that elk tend to avoid areas during 
harvesting and regeneration activities and return to previous or increased use in cut areas 
due to increased forage. Smaller core areas o f use might be expected, as the harvests 
would have allowed elk to satisfy foraging requirements in smaller areas.
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EVALUATING IMPACTS THROUGH RESOURCE SELECTION 
S u m m a r y  o f  St u d y  D e v e l o p m e n t
The original hypothesis proposed for study in the conceptual stages o f the Starkey 
project was that there would be differences in the distribution o f elk before, during, and 
after the silvicultural treatment. The intent was to explore the relationship between the 
distribution o f elk and the location o f forage and cover. The geographic information 
system and habitat databases available for Starkey would be used to subdivide the habitat 
into categories based on percentage cover or forage per pixel of a size to be determined 
by the accuracy of locations for radio-collared elk. Use categories would be defined and 
displayed as contours. The elk distributions before, during and after would be compared 
based on a Chi-square contingency.
These original methods were later deemed inappropriate for two reasons. First, 
lack of independence in the data caused by serial correlation of locations violated 
principle statistical assumptions of parametric statistics. Second, random events that took 
place during the study (lightening strikes, tower or hardware installation, battery failures, 
etc.) add random variation to the data, producing an inconsistent design (Table 1). Such 
simple statistical procedures as Chi-square would not offer appropriate interpretation o f 
the treatment effects.
A resource selection function methodology was proposed to address the effects o f 
changing availability o f habitat due to timber removal. Methods would include analysis 
o f habitat use by season and time o f day to exclude variability due to phenology and 
rutting behavior as well as daily activity patterns of bedding and foraging.
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M e t h o d s
A statistical modeling procedure based on logistic regression of use of habitat was 
used to identify which habitat variables were significant in elk habitat selection before 
and after the silvicultural treatment. Habitat variables for physical characteristics of the 
range were excluded from the models in a backward stepwise regression (Johnson et al. 
2000) process until all variables included in the models were significant (a  =. 05).
Models were created for selection o f resources by elk before and after the timber harvest. 
The data for habitat use by elk was then divided by season and crepuscular/non- 
crepuscular condition and models evaluated similarly. Seasons were defined as Spring 
(all locations recorded before June 15*̂ ), Summer (all locations recorded between June 
15* and August 15*) and Fall (all locations recorded after August 30*). Dates between 
August 15* and 30* were excluded from the data to  avoid including variation in elk 
behavior due to hunts that took place in Northeast. Crepuscular periods were defined as 2 
hours before or after sunrise or sunset. Non-crepuscular periods included all other times 
of day.
Pseudoreplication arose in these procedures because models were based on 
locations and not individual animals. Jackknifing procedures were employed to eliminate 
this concern (Efron 1982, Johnson et al. 2000).
D a  Ta b a s e  PREPARA JION
The habitat database at Starkey is based on a grid map of the range with pixels 
sized 30- x 30-meters. Habitat variables such as slope, distance to water or percent 
canopy coverage are stored for each pixel in the database (see Table 8 for a description of
30
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variables included in models). Pixels used by elk were linked to habitat descriptors. For 
example, each location was assigned to the 30- x 30-m pixel in it occurred using TEL VIS 
software (Ager and McGaughey, in press). Habitat variables were then pulled from the 
main database for each pixel used.
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Table 8; Description of Habitat Variables and Abbreviations (Johnson et al. 2000).
Variable Description Abbreviation
(O'3" Soil Depth Soil depth of the A and B horizon (m) Soil Depth
i Percent Slope Physical variable o f landscape % Slope3CD Sine of Aspect Physical variable o f landscape SIN Aspect
"n Cosine of Aspect Physical variable o f landscape COS Aspectc
3.3" Convexity of Landscape Physical variable o f landscape ConvexityCD Percent Canopy Cover Canopy closure of trees > 12 cm dbh % Canopy
CD■D Distance to Cover Distance to nearest pixel with 40% cover (m) Dist Cover
OQ. Distance to Water Distance to perennial streams and developed water sources(m) Dist Water
a
O
Distance to Roads Distances to all open roads (m) Dist Roads
C / )
C / )
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Va r m b l e  Se l e c t io n
Recent research o f the Starkey Project centered on creating resource selection 
functions for elk and mule deer (Johnson et al. 2000). Their models evaluated the 
relationship between animal resource selection and habitat characteristics and then cross­
validated these models to compare selection between species. Drawing from their work, I 
chose to work with habitat variables included in the models from their studies. These 
variables include percent slope, sine o f the aspect (SIN aspect), cosine of the aspect (COS 
aspect), convexity o f the landscape, and depth o f the A and B soil horizons (Soil Depth).
The distance to roads variable included distances to roads of all levels o f use. 
Other research at Starkey (Rowland et at. 2000) focused on the relationship between elk 
distributions and differing levels o f traffic on roads. Significant relationships were found 
between elk distribution and the le vel o f use of open roads in the Main study area. 
However, traffic in Northeast was limited during the study to that primarily related to 
harvesting and regeneration activity. Reliable data from traffic counters, to disseminate 
differing levels o f use on sections of open roads, was not available before institution of 
silvicultural treatments. Therefore, the distance to roads variable was a simple 
measurement o f distance to any road, regardless o f level o f use o f that road.
Distance to water sources could be expected to have a significant impact on elk 
locations as water represents a fundamental resource for elk (Thomas et al. 1979). The 
distance to water variable was again an aggregate of all perennial stream classes and 
developed water sources.
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Finally, distance to cover, distance to forage and canopy closure habitat 
descriptors would be altered with the timber harvests. Johnson et al. (2000) found a 
strong correlation between distances to cover and distance to forage when included in 
their models. Therefore, they chose the cover variable as its measurements were more 
accurately assessed. The variable was created by aerial photointerpretation of natural 
color aerial photographs from 1987 to 1988 (before harvesting) and 1993 (after 
harvesting) (Rowland et al. 1998). Landsat Thematic Mapper data was used to produce 
the final cover classification (Leckenby, Isaacson, and Thomas 1985, Rowland et al. 
1998). Percent canopy closure (% Canopy) refers to that percentage of a pixel with 
closure of trees greater than 12 cm diameter breast height. The variable was derived using 
aerial photographs (1:12,000) and on-site surveys. For a more explicit description of the 
creation of all habitat variables used at Starkey see Rowland et al. (1998) and Johnson et 
al. (2000).
M odel  Se lec tio n
Models o f elk habitat selection were created using logistic regression (PROC 
GENMOD SAS Inst. 1997) o f use/non-use of a pixel dependent on 9 habitat variables 
which included: soil depth; % slope; sine o f aspect; cosine o f aspect; convexity; % 
canopy; distance to cover; distance to water; and distance to roads. Models were created 
in a backward stepwise manner.
Pseudoreplication was a problem because regressions were based on animal 
locations and not individual animals. Therefore, a jackknifing process was necessary to 
correct underestimation of variance (Efron 1982, Johnson et al. 2000). The process
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consisted o f running regressions repeatedly, dropping one animal’s locations from the 
data for each run. Variance of the variable coefficients was then examined with chi- 
squared probabilities for significance (a  = .05). Insignificant variables were dropped 
from models in a backward stepwise selection until all remaining model variables were 
significant. Model structures were then compared between treatment conditions, seasons 
and crepuscular periods.
A n a l y sis
The analysis o f relationships between habitat characteristics and range use was 
based on comparison of models created for before and after the timber harvest. Models 
were created for use before (pooling data from 1990 and 1991) and after (pooling data 
from 1995 and 1996) the treatment. Other models were created with data subdivided by 
season and by season x crepuscular or non-crepuscular activity cycles to account for 
variation that would occur due to phenology, rutting behavior and daily cycling.
Inferences were drawn from changes in significant indicators o f resource selection 
in each model. Variables o f particular concern were distances to cover, water and roads 
as these were viewed as particularly correlated with the treatment activities. Changes in 
signs o f coefficients indicate changes in animal selection relative to variables. If a 
coefficient is positive, elk were selecting for high values o f a variable. If a coefficient is 
negative, elk were selecting for low values o f a variable. The larger a coefficient, the 
more important that independent variable was in resource selection.
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Table 9: Resource Selection Function Coefficients for Significant VariableiS (a = .05). Comparisons include both 
before (1990/1991) and after (1995/1996) treatment
Model Variables
Soil Depth % Slope SIN Aspect COS Aspect Convexity % Canopy Dist Cover Dist Water Dist Roads
9091 -0.11 0.13 0.10 0.04 0.15 0.23
9596 0.09 0,06 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.02
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Table 10: Resource Selection Function Coefficients for Significant Variables (a = .05). Comparison of models for crepuscular 
(Crep) and noncrepuscular (Ncrèp) periods before (1990/1991) and after (1995/1996) treatment.
8
(O '
Model Variables
5oil Depth % Slope SIN Aspect COS Aspect Convexity % Canopy Dist Cover Dist Water Dist Roads
9091Crep -0.12 0.18 -0.06 0.14 0.16
9091Ncrep -0.10 0.10 -0.04 0.12 0.04 0.08 0.14 0.25
9596Crep 0,06 0.09 0.27 0.03 -0.07 -0.04 -0.07
9596Ncrep 0.09 0.05 0.04 -0,08 0.16 0.15 0.05 0.04
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Table 11; Resource Selection Function Coefficients for Significant Variables (a = .05). Comparison of models for Spring,
Summer, and Fall seasons before (1990/1991) and after (1995/1996) treatment.
8
( O '
Model Variables:
Soil Depth % Slope SIN Aspect COS Aspect Convexity % Canopy Dist Cover Dist Water Dist Roads
9091 Spring 
9091 Summer 0.15 0.14 -0.29 0.11
0.54
0,39
9091 Fall -0.12 0.14 0.10 0.04 0.15 0.21
9596 Spring 0.04 0.13 0.06 0.06 -0.07
9596 Summer 0.16 0.10 -0.04 0.06 0.12 0.05 -0.08
9596 Fall 0.11 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.05
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Table 12: Resource Selection Function Coefficients for Significant Variables (a = .05). Comparison of models for season 
(Spring, Summer and Fall) and Crepuscular period (Crep, Ncrep) before and after treatment.
Model Variables
Soil Depth % Slope SIN Aspect COS Aspect Convexity % Canopy Dist Cover Dist Water Dist Roads
9091 Spring Crep -0.05 0,29 0.04 -0,09 -0,12
9091 Spring Ncrep 0.07 -0,17 0,18 0.17 0.10 -0.05 0.07
9091 Summer Crep 0.28 0,08 -0.27 0.13 0.25
9091 Summer Ncrep 0,10 0,18 -0,28 O il 0.42
9091 Fall Crep -0.13 0,18 -0,05 0.14 0.16
9091 Fall Ncrep -0.12 0,12 0.12 0,03 0,07 0.14 0.22
9596 Spring Crep * *
9596 Spring Ncrep * *
9596 Summer Crep 0,15 0.12 -0.06 0.37 -0,09 -0.15
9596 Summer Ncrep 0,15 0,09 -0.14 0.20 0.14
9596 Fall Crep 0,08 0,18 -0.04 0.16 -0.06 0.06 -0,07
9596 Fall Ncrep O i l 0.09 0.07 0.15 0,14 0.05 0.05
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* Insufficient data: in After harvest data, AATS collected sets too small for statistical analysis when divided by time of day and season.
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Relationships between elk selection and distance to water and distance to cover 
were found in almost all subdivisions o f data (See Tables 9-12). When data were pooled 
across years, seasons and crepuscular periods, distance to water and roads were found 
significant before treatment. In contrast, distance to cover was found significant after 
treatment.
Table 13: Comparison of coefficients of distance variables by activity period.
Activity Period Distance to Water Distance to Roads Distance to Cover
Before After Before After Before After
Crepuscular 0.14 0.16 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04
Non-crepuscular 0.14 0.25 0.04 0.05
Distance to roads was found significant in all crepuscular vs. non-crepuscular 
comparisons. In crepuscular periods before harvesting took place, elk selected habitat 
with were distance to roads was greater. After harvesting, elk selected habitat where 
distance to roads was lesser during crepuscular periods. This might be due to the increase 
in road distance rather than the existence o f open roads.
Distance to water was significant in both crepuscular and non-crepuscular activity 
periods before treatment and in neither period after treatment. This would suggest a 
strong relationship between distance to water before harvesting and elk selection of 
habitat that did not occur after harvesting.
Distance to cover was only significant in crepuscular periods before treatment 
while it was significant in both crepuscular and non-crepuscular periods after treatment. 
Before and after harvesting, elk selected habitat closer to cover during crepuscular
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periods. This may be indicative o f the strong correlation between cover and forage and 
could be interpreted as elk selection of habitat close to forage during feeding periods.
Table 14: Comparison of coefficients of distance variables by season.
Season Distance to Water Distance to Roads Distance to Cover
Before After Before After Before After
Spring -0.07 0.54 0.06
Summer 0.11 0.39 -0.08 -0.29
Fall 0.15 0.05 0.21
Selection of habitat in Spring was dependent on distance to roads before treatment 
and distance to cover and water after treatment. Elk habitat selection appears to be 
strongly influenced by distance to roads (coefficient = .54). After harvesting, however, 
elk appear to be selecting for habitat closer to water (negative coefficient).
Selection o f  habitat in Summer was dependent on all three variables before 
treatment but only on distance to roads after treatment. Distance to roads (coefficient = 
.39) was most important in the resource selection function before harvest, ft appears elk 
were selecting habitat closer to cover and/or forage before harvesting.
Selection o f habitat in Fall depended on distance to water and roads before 
treatment but only on distance to water after treatment. Distance to roads was more 
important in the fall resource selection function before harvesting than distance to water.
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0.25 -0.15 -0.27
0.42 -0.28
0.16 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06
0.22 0.05 0.05
Table IS: Comparison of coefficients of distance variables by season and activity 
period*
Distance to Water Distance to Roads Distance to Cover 
Season and Activity Pefiod After Before After Before After
Nm^CTCpi^ular Insufficient data to compare Spring seasons
„ Crepuscular 0.13Summer ,
Non-crepuscular 0.11
Crepuscular 0.14 0.06
__________ Non-crepuscular 0.14___________
When the data sets were divided by season and activity period there was 
insufficient data to compare spring conditions (Table 12).
Habitat selection in the Summer during all activity periods was dependent on 
distance to cover, water, and roads before the treatment. However, it was only dependent 
on distance to roads after the treatment. Again, the change from positive to negative 
relationship indicated by the coefficients may be due to the increased proximity of most 
pixels to open roads after construction and rehabilitation of the road system.
Habitat selection in the Fall was dependent on all distances both before and after 
treatment during crepuscular periods. The coefficients indicate no change in relationship 
other than in distance to roads, again most likely to the more extensive road system found 
after harvesting. During non-crepuscular periods, habitat selection in the Fall depended 
on distance to water and roads before treatment and distance to cover and roads after 
treatment.
From these comparisons, it appears that cover became more important to the elk
after the treatment -  perhaps because there was less o f it. Considering the correlation
between location o f cover and of forage, it could also be assumed that distance to forage
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was similarly significant in determination of habitat use. This may be due to the increased 
production of forage due to primary succession o f vegetation in the cut units where the 
canopy was opened.
EVALUATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACTIVITY PATTERNS AND 
TREATMENT
S u m m a r y  o f  St u d y  D e v e l o p m e n t
There were three hypotheses proposed in the conceptual stage of the Starkey 
project that dealt with movement and activity patterns of the Northeast elk. These were;
1) There is no difference between the amount o f movement by the elk before, during and 
after the silvicultural treatment,
2) There is no difference between the amount o f time spent by the elk resting and 
moving before, during and after silvicultural treatment, and
3) There is no difference in the degree of activity between day, night and crepuscular 
conditions for the elk before, during and after the silvicultural treatment.
However, as data were collected, the study team identified several limitations o f the data
that would make the original study methods proposed impractical. First, distances moved
between subsequent locations may not represent the true movement o f the animal. For
instance, if an elk was located at point A, traveled 5 meters to the east, then 6 meters to
the west, and was then relocated, the distance traveled would be only 1 meter to the west.
Pooling distances over 24-hour periods, in case o f a circular movement away and then
back to a bedding location, might result in a distance measurement close to zero. Second,
due to the varying number o f collars paged by the telemetry system per unit o f time, time
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between subsequent locations varied. Third, concern was raised over definition of resting 
and moving. Due to telemetry error, subsequent observations might appear to be 60 
meters apart and classified as moving when in fact they occurred at the same exact 
location and should be classified as resting.
The study team agreed that comparison of elk velocities would provide a 
sufficient preliminary examination of activity patterns of the elk in Northeast. Velocity is 
a measure o f change in distance per unit time. Distances between successive elk locations 
could be measured and divided by the amount of time the movement took Variations in 
paging cycles by the telemetry system would then not be a problem Increases in 
velocities would be used to infer increased activity due to logging activities or changes in 
cover or forage. Data would be divided by years, treatment (before, during and after) and 
seasons (spring, summer, and fall, excluding hunts). Velocities could then be related to 
data divisions through models (treatment period or season) and these models compared to 
examine the relevance of the treatment to variation in elk velocity.
M e t h o d s
Location data for elk in Northeast was divided into years before (1990 and 1991),
during (1993 and 1994) and after treatment (1995 and 1996). The ten collars having the
most observations were chosen for each year. For each individual data set, subsets related
to season were created. Spring locations included observations from the time of release of
the elk on to Northeast through June 15̂ * of each year. Summer data sets included all
observations from June 15*̂  through August 15*. Fall data sets included all observations
from August 30* through the end of the study for that year. The dates in August between
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the 15* and 30* were excluded from the study to avoid including variation in velocities 
due to hunts in Northeast
Velocities were calculated for each data subset using TEL VIS software (Ager and 
McGaughey, in press). Mean velocities were calculated for each radio-collared elk data 
set with S-PLUS software (MathSoft Inc. 1999).
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S e a s o n S t u d y  Y e a r T r e a t m e n t  B l o c k
Sp r in g ; 10 x  velocities
1990
Before  Tr ea tm en t: 
60 MEAN VELOCITY
m easurem ents
Su m m e r : lO xvE L O cm E S
Fa l l : 10 x  velocities
Spr in g : 10 x  vELOcmES
1991Su m m e r : 10 x  vELOcrnES
Fa l l ; 10 x  vELOcrriES
Spr in g : 10 x  velocities
1993
D u r in g  Tr ea tm en t: 
60 m ea n  VELOCITY
m easurem ents
Su m m e r : 10 x  velocities
Fa l l : 10 x  velocities
Spr in g : 10 x  velocities
1994Su m m e r : 10 x  velocities
Fa l l : 10 x  velocities
Spr in g : 10 x  velocities
1995
A fter  Tr ea tm en t:
60  m ea n  VELOCITY 
m easu rem ents
Su m m e r : 10 x  velocities
F a l l : 10 x  velocities
Spr in g : 10 x  velocities
1996Su m m e r : 10 x  VELOcrriES
Fa l l : 10 x  velocities
Figure 8: Blocking Design for M ean Velocity Modeling Study.
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A k a ik e ŝ In f o r m a tio n  Cr it e r io n
The purpose of the study was to evaluate whether timber-harvesting activities had 
any influence over the mean velocities o f elk movements - hence the activity patterns of 
the studied elk. Models were selected before testing based on this purpose (See Table 17). 
They include simple relationships between study year (1990, 1991, 1993,1994, 1995, 
and 1996), season (Spring, Summer, and Fall), and treatment (before, during and after 
harvests). The models created were compared with Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) 
(Akaike 1973) to determine to what extent the information contained in the data collected 
could support the hypotheses represented by the models.
Velocities for study elk were calculated using TEL VIS software (Ager and 
McGaughey, in press) from location data for each of 10 elk in each study year and each 
season (See Figure 8 for treatment breakdown). A mean velocity was then calculated 
from the data for each radio-collared animal for each season and year using S-PLUS 
(MathSoft Inc. 1999). Each mean velocity was then associated with dummy variables for 
study year, season and treatment block (Table 16). Models selected a priori were 
evaluated with measurements for AIC calculated by the S-PLUS program Inference was 
drawn based on AIC ranks and weights.
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Table 16; Description and Values of Dummy Variables created for Mean Velocity 
study.
Variable Dummy Values
Study Year (YEAR)
0 =1990
1 = 1991
3 = 1993
4 = 1994
5 = 1995
6 = 1996
Season (SEASON)
0 = Spring (all dates < June 15*)
1 = Summer (all dates including and 
between June 16* and August 15*)
2 = Fall (all dates > August 30* )*
Treatment (CUT)
0 = Before Activities (Years 1990,1991)
1 = During Activities (Years 1993,1994)
2 = After Activities (Years 1995,1996)
* All dates between August 15*̂  and 30*** excluded due to hunting activity.
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A  Pr io r i MODEL Se l e c tio n
Eight models were selected centering on the main supposition o f the project; 
harvesting activities had a significant influence on the velocities o f study elk. Variables 
o f concern included treatment periods, study years, and season. Treatment periods 
included before timber management activity began, during the timber harvesting and 
regeneration activities when elk might be avoiding disturbances, and after the harvests 
were completed when elk were adjusting to the disturbed landscape. The factor o f year of 
study was considered a source o f variation for several reasons.
First, as the elk included in the Starkey project adjusted to the activities and 
fences on the range, some degree of effect might be evident. Second, the telemetry 
system itself underwent various upgrades and refinements as well as temporary 
interruptions due te  lighting strikes or collar battery failures (Table 1). Finally, each year 
would include compounding effects o f weather patterns. Such changes created 
inconsistencies within the data collected and might be expected to influence the velocity 
measurements.
Modeling year effects alone might show whether interpretations of timber cut 
effects would really be due to the treatment itself or to the pooling o f two years of data to 
create that treatment block. Season was considered for effects on velocity from 
phenology and rutting behavior as well as project activities (e.g. date o f spring release o f 
the elk, fence inspections by project staff, fall recaptures and herding of elk back into 
winter pastures).
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The initial model selected was the simple relationship of the dependent velocity 
(V) on the independent dummy o f study year (Year). The second and third models were 
similarly simple relations between velocity and dummy variables for treatment (Cut) or 
season (Season). A fourth model was a relation o f velocity to the interaction between 
season and cut. The remaining four models were derivations o f relationships between cut, 
season, and the season x cut interaction term For a list of models chosen see Table 17.
Table 17: A Priori velocity model development expressing relationships between 
mean velocity (V) and study year (YEAR)^ treatment block (CUT) and season 
(SEASON).
Model
V = (P)YEAR + 8 
V =  (p)C U T  + e 
V =  (P)SEA S0N +8
V = (P)CUT*SEASON + s
V = (PI)CUT + (P2)SEASON + e
V =  (p i )CUT + (P2)CUT* SEASON + e 
V =  (pi)SEASON + (P2)CUT*SEASON + e
V -  (pl)CU T + (p2)SEAS0N + (p3)CUT*SEAS0N + e
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A i e  We ig h t s
When using AIC to compare model efficacy, that model with AIC value 
measurements minimized is said to be the “best model for empirical data at hand” 
(Anderson, Burnham, and Thompson 2000, p. 918). Akaike weights demonstrate a 
model’s strength compared to the other models tested. Weights are considered the 
“weight o f evidence in favor” o f a model given that a model in the set can be determined 
best in that set (Burnham and Anderson 1998, p. 124). Weights are based on the 
likelihood o f a model given the data, and when normalized represent the probability that 
a given model is the best model in the set tested The weights for each model tested in 
this study are reported along with AIC values and the comparative rank of each model 
(Ai) in Table 18.
Table 18: Model comparisons concerning the relationship between elk mean velocity 
and silvicultural treatment, study year, and study season. Models are designated by 
variables included (See Table 16 for definition of dummy variables).
Model AIC Ai ©I
Year 556,7293 0 1.0
Cut 661.6717 104.9424 1.6295E-23
Cut + Cut*Season 665.5724 108.8431 2.3175E-24
Season + Cut*Season 665.5724 104.8431 2.3175E-24
Cut + Season 667.9969 111.2676 6.8952E-25
Cut*Season 672.7394 116.0101 6.4376E-26
Cut + Season + Cut*Season 672.7394 116.0101 6.4376E-26
Season 707.7906 151.0613 1.5756E-33
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R e s u l t s  a n d  D is c u s sio n
The models were chosen to examine how much evidence existed within the data 
to support the conclusion that elk mean velocity was dependent on the varied effects o f 
the timber harvesting activity more than any other factor. Based on the information about 
elk activity provided by the data available, it can be inferred through AIC model 
comparison that effects due to harvesting cannot be said to have any more influence on 
mean velocity than effects related to the year or season o f  any given year o f  the study.
The Year model would be chosen as the best model from the set tested with a weight of 
1.0 .
The dramatic disparity between the model AIC values and the distances between 
all other models and that with AIC minimized (designated as Ai ) suggests that effects o f 
variation from mechanical functions o f the telemetry system, weather, or even elk 
adjustment to the Starkey project situation might be more explanatory o f variation in 
mean velocity than effects o f harvesting activities.
However, when mean velocities are compared across years and seasons, there is 
little evidence to support large differences in activity between years (Table 19). Typically 
elk moved at about 1 to 2 meters per minute. In 1996, the elk moved at > 6 m/min. There 
was some additional activity in Northeast due to preparations for a new study design in 
1996. The difference is only slightly more than 2 m/min.
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Table 19: Mean of mean elk velocity (m/min) measurements by year and season.
Year
Spring 
X ±SI>
Summer 
X ± S D
Fall
X ± S D
1990 1.992 1.925 1.201 2.531 3.662 .695
1991 1.476 .587 2.229 .328 2.383 .387
1993 3.877 .343 2.924 162 2.854 .180
1994 3^45 .432 2.006 .529 2.145 .522
1995 2.931 405 2.218 .218 2.487 .279
1996 6.409 448 6.788 1.864 5.872 .940
CONCLUSIONS
In general, the main purpose of the overall Northeast elk and timber harvest study 
was to discover to what extent intensive timber harvesting activities influence elk 
behavior when avoidance of the activity altogether was not an option. As discussed 
previously, past literature would suggest that elk avoidance of roads and harvesting was 
significant. Would elk then suffer greatly from exposure to activities they would 
otherwise attempt to avoid? Or, would animals adapt to the situation?
Ranging size appears unaffected by harvesting and regeneration activities when 
data is pooled by year. It is unlikely, however, that there was no effect at all. I would 
suggest that pooling the data across an entire year prevents detection o f influences of 
specific activities such as road building, spring bums or summer replants on elk ranging 
behavior. However, when data was divided by season for the home range study there was 
insufficient numbers of locations to create a consistent study design. Further examination 
o f the range size at seasonal or daily activity periods might be more informative.
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Visual analysis o f the ranging patterns o f the elk (Appendix 1) may provide more 
convincing information on the effects o f the harvesting activities. Elk in 1993 appear to 
be more selective when site manipulations included bums and planting. In 1994, when 
regeneration activities were not as intense, the elk return to more widespread ranging 
patterns. It would be informative to examine these ranging patterns at finer details with 
special attention to the intervals o f time between locations and the specific activities 
taking place at that time.
The resource selection study produced expected relationships between habitat 
alteration and elk resource selection. Roads were often found significant and indicated 
changes in elk preference. However, increased open road coverage creates a false 
impression that elk selected habitat closer to  roads after harvesting. There were simply 
more roads and more habitats in close proximity to those roads. Relationships between 
cover and forage location and elk resource selection were expected, as changes in the 
overstory would create denser forage coverage.
There does not appear to be much change in elk mean velocity due to harvesting 
or seasons. It might prove more useful to examine velocity during daily feeding and 
resting periods. However, at this scale we might expect to find year effects more 
important in determining mean velocity o f elk. Different activities took place in each year 
such as harvest planning in 1991, burning in 1993 and plantings in 1994. Pooling data 
across those years into treatment units may mask variation that occurred in elk response 
to the varied human disturbance intensities o f the activities.
Elk were released into Northeast each year in like condition (Dick 2001) and do
not appear to have been impacted health-wise as shown by the comparison o f weights for
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adult cows in Main study and Northeast pastures. Pregnancy rates were similarly not 
affected appreciably by the timbering activities. Perhaps a stronger indication of the 
effects o f the harvesting activity on elk is in their bodily response. Increased activity 
levels or differential location o f cover and forage do not appear to have had large impacts 
on elk physical health.
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Bandwidth: 763.9 m
LSCV soore: .16228E+18
376380 370380 380388
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1993 Radio
5 S i 9 o e e
seieoes
SS17W8
5816880
5815088
5814888
5013000
Oatafil*; X93R119.TXT 
Output Film: X93R119.OU 
Displau Units: meters 
Admptiue Kernel
98P% 1043.800 Ha ------
75P% 715-3000 ha — ---
S8PK 364.4800 ha -----
# of data points; 500 
Xmin: 376695.0
Xmax: 381525.0
Ymln: 5014388.
Vmax; 5818640.
Orld Size: 
Au*. Dist: 
Bandwidth: 
LSCV scora:
241.5 m 
1976.7 m
678.1 m 
.196586*18
_l L_l I l__l U  I I I I I I I I ■ ■ 1 I I I I I I I I I
376000 380000
1993 Radio 123
5 0 2 0 8 8 8  f T I" l ' I  | I 1 I I |  I 1 I 1 j  I I ! I j  |  i i  i i
3819088
S B 18008
5817000
5816000
, , l  I I ,1 . l - X . J I I 1 I < I I I 1 I
376880 382000
Datafile: X93R133.TXT 
Output File; M93R123.0U 
Displau Units: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
90PX 1233 .080 ha ------
75P% 914.7000 ha -----
SOPX 515.9080 ha -----
8 of data points: 580 
Xmin! 376665.0 
Xmax; 381585.0 
Ymln: 5014230.
Vmax: 5818670.
Brid Size: 246.0 ra
Avg. Dist: 2229.2 m
Bandwidth: 792.3 m
LSCV soora: .151866*10
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1993 Radio 132
s a z c H w s  .   ̂ ) I ■ I 1 I 1 I I I ] ' I I I 1 [ I I I I I I r~r..t ..|~..n .. t... i..
soisaea
soisooa
S 0 1 7 D M
5016000
9015000
sei'KU» -
X93R132.TXT 
Output File; X93R132.0U 
Oisplau Units: natars 
Adapt!V# Kernel
90f»% 1290.000 ha ------
75PX 915.9008 ha -----
SOPX 466.9000 ha -----
# OF data points: 900 
Main: 376665.0
Knax: 381525.0
Vein: 5014088.
Vnax: SO10670.
Grid Size; 243.0 «
Awo. Dist: 2454.5 a 
Bandwidth: 831.7 a
L.BCV scora: . 150346*18
9013000 ' ‘ ‘ ‘ I ‘ ‘ ‘ ' I ‘ ‘ ‘ I ' ‘ ■
376000 378080 300000 302000
1993 Radio 134
5 0 2 0 0 0 8  I T I t  r" j  r""t 1 r "|- i  i i i | i i i ' i ) t - t t  i |  i i i i | r  i i r
5819000
5018080
5817008
5816000
5815080
9814088
9013000 I I I ■ ■  I I I ' I I I I ■ I I I ■ I I I I 1 1 I I ■ I I I
Datafile: M93R134.TXT 
Output File: K93R134.0U 
Display Units: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
90PX 919. 2 0 M  h a ------
7W»X 616.4000 ha -----
SOPX 251.5080 ha .....
* of data points: 580 
Xmin: 376635.0
Xmax: 381465.0
Vmin: 5814508
Vmax: 5010670
Grid Size: 241.5 m
Av9 . Dist: 1859.8 m 
Bandwidth: 661.5 m
LSCV soore: .287496*10
376888 370808 302880
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1993 Radio 135 
ssisnwi ~ n  1 1 1" r  I I I I I I 1 I I— I’ I I I I I  I I— i~p
5816800 -
5015800
5014080
3013000
T""t  T I
I 1 il 1 I II I I I . l u .. _l I I I I l_
376008 378800
s, Y * •
*  »  -
-i—I l_JU
Datafile: X93R13S.TKT 
Owtpwt Fila: K93R13S.QU 
Dimplay Uni ta: matera 
Actaptiwa K a m a l
90P% 1006.000 ha ------
?5P% 711.9000 h a -----
50FX 401.1000 ha 
# oF data points: 580 
Xain; 376693.0 
Xmax: 381493.0
Vmin: 3814110.
vmax: 3018670.
Grid Siza: 240.0 a
Aw9 . Dist: 
Oarxhiidth: 
LSCV soore;
1071.3 m 
673,1 a 
.18959E+18
1993 Radio 138
5828008 L' l'I'l T I I r I I I I M  ) I I I I I 1 I I  i  I I I I 1 I t l't r j T T-rT'
5819008
9818000
9017000
5016000
5013000
3814000
3013000
3012000 I I J I I I I I I 1 I I 1 t I I I I I I I I 11111111
Datafile: X93R138.TXT 
Output Fila: X93R138.QU 
Display Units: meters 
Adaptive K a m e l
90PX 1302.000 ha ------
79PX 891.1000 h a  --
SOPX 405.6000 h a -----
O of data points: 500 
Xain: 376635.0
Xmax: 301989.0
Vain', «112760,
Vmax: 5018670.
Grid Size: 293.5 a
Av 9. Dist: 2344.9 a 
Bandwidth: 820.8 a
LSCV soore: .38887E418
376000 378880 382000
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1994 Radio
S020000
64
581900#
501808#
5017888
soicoao
BBlaooô
5813«18
5012888
T'I I '  I j I i I I [ I M  I j r i I I I I 1 M  I I I I I I I M  I I I I I I I I I I l_
A ' yO'l
5811880.......... .I l  I i  I I I I I I I I I . i . j _ L . - i .  I i i i i l i r i i liiiili.il'
376008 378000 388800 382088 384080
estaf * la: KSæi .TKT 
Output Fila: 894864.081 
Disinlau Uni la: aetars 
Oelai»ttwe Kernel
908% 1152 . 088 ha ------
79P% 798.4880 h a -----
58PX 453.5080 ha -----
of data points; 580
Xain
Xmax
¥ e ln  
Vi
Grid Siza: 
Ava. Dist: 
Bandwidth: 
L8CV soore:
376795.0
381615.8
5811508.
5018670.
343.9 m 
1872.7 m 
697,8 M  
.708926*18
1994 Radio 69
5018688
5817688
5816688
9819600
5814688
5813688
I t' T "T-rr I t ! I I '[■ l'T ~
* * 4  •  ♦ I ? * /
T a*** Zi*
'  ...   -t. r* /' ï
, 1 ■ J I I L
Dataflla: X04A69.TXT 
Output Fila: X94R69.0UT 
Oisplau Units: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
90PX 1187.000 ha ------
75PVS 746.3008 h a -----
50P% 416.1008 ha ----- 
8 of data points': 35B 
Xmin: 376785.8
Xaax: 381525.0
Yeini @844768.
Vaax: 5818648.
Grid Siza: 237.0 a
Aw#. Oist: 1967.0 m 
Bandwidth: 683.1 a
LSCV soora: .16588E*18
376400 378400 380400
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1994 Radio 112 
sat9oaa
SSÎ
saiTosa
saieooa
sei
3Q14O0S
T I I f T ~ T" T 'T ' T - i — r - i - 'T 'T T r 1111 X94R44J.T>Cr 
Output Fila: X94R112.0U 
Displatj Units: seters 
Adaptive Kernel
SBPVC 1111. O æ  h a  --------------
se iaa ae  L i i i l i. i . i. i . I t i t i I—i ,i i i I i .i  i .„i. L i- i - x ,j .
376000 378000
75P% 039.300# h a ---
5#P% 429.108# ha ---
ê or data points: 3SB 
Xmin: 376875.0
Xeax: 301585.0
Yeifïi S«135?S-.
Vnax: 5018670.
Orld Size: 255.O a
Avg. Dist: 1900.3 «
OandMtdth: 
LSCV scora:
703.3 « 
.2#089E*10
1994Radio iU
5020000 r~n  T r  |" rT T T-]- r r -r i "( i r r i-'p - r n  j'i  i t t  ] 1 7 -11
501908#
5010800
5017000 -
5016000 -
5015000 -
5014000 *-
iîSil
w m i M
Datafile: X94Rli3.TXT 
Output File: X94R113.0U 
êispHav Units: eaters 
Adaptive Kernel
9#r*X 1209 .000 h e ------
TSPK eee eeee h e ------
SOPX 530.0000 h a -----
N of date points: 500 
Xeln: 376735.0
Xeax: 301585.0
Vnin: 5013870.
Vnax: 5010670.
Grid size: 241.3 m
Av*. Oist: 2075.4 n 
OandMldth: 749.5 m
LSCV sscr-s : .ISiSSEtie
5013080 : j . i  1 . j - 1. . . I  1 1 J  1 j  1 1 i  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i  1 1
376000 378000 380800 382000
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1994 Radio
5019000
135
I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I 'I 1 j ' I T " I t I T T "I "1 '
5017000 -
5010800 -
s«**f4i«4 *e4»4a@̂ T*nr
Output File: M94R13S.OU 
Displaw Units; meters 
Adaptive Kernel
90PX 126S.OS8 He ------
73P% 982.4008 H e -----
SOPX 580 .9008 h e -----
* oi* caata poinia; âê@ 
Xmin; 376425.0 
Xeax: 381585.0
Vein' 501-3870-.
Vmax: 5818558.
Grid Size; 250.0 m
flv8 . Dist: 
Bandwidth; 
LSCV soore;
2261.2 M 
834.5 e 
.236506*10
5813000
376880
I I l„ 1 1 .i .1 .4 _l .,I.,.L. I,. I. t  I J—L-I I L 1 1 1 J 1_J_
378080
1994 Radio 350
 ̂I T 'I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I I r-f I I I I I I
5819008
5018088
'SSfîTSSFB r—
9016000
S O 19000
9014000
5013800 * J I I I I ! I I I-' ' ' I I I ' ' 1 ' ' I I I ' ' ' ' I ' I I I
376880 378000 388080 383000
0=1 
Ou t|>i 
Dis >
9 91
S54K33S.TXT 
wt File: X948350.0U 
lev Units: eaters 
tiwe Kernel 
P% 1224.008 H a ------
7ÎPX 951.7008 H a -----
5 IPX 518.4080 H e .....
8 o P data pointa; 588 
He in: 376545.8
Xnjax; 381495.0 
n; 5013660.
V m ^ ;  5010670.
Or d Size: 258.5 m
Avu. Dist: 2067.7 e  
Bandwidth: 764.4 m
LSCV soore: .17379E*18
83
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1994 Radio 351
r  I I j  I I I I [ I I I I I I I t  I I I I ;  r
S01868B
5017688
5816688
5815688
5014688
9013688
A z r r ' : ' ) '  4
® i i Ô -
  _  \  A .V
Cv’ ' . : - - i - l
-J— I— I— I— I— I— I— I— I.. 1  1 I L - J — I I I I I I L
Datmfâlm! X8483S1 TXT 
Outrut FI la: X94R351.0U 
Disr>laif Units: meters 
Amepti we Kernel
90PX 1194.880 he ------
79PX 784.7808 he -----
SOPX 414.7080 he -----
* oP data fooints; bâpS 
Kmin; 37666S.O 
Xmax: 3 8 1 4 9 5 #
Vmax: 5018678.
6r*td Size 
Avo. Diet 
Bandwidth 
LSCV score
241.S m 
7024.0 n 
726,1 M 
.17804E+10
376400 378400 3TO400
1994 Radio 352
5828808 ]_ r I ri I I ” I I f " 'f I  ■ | I I I I I t I I I  I T
5819888 -
3017088 -
5816008 -
5815000
5814800
ti#sa
Output File: X94R3S2.QU 
Dlsplaw Units: meters 
Ademtive Kernel
98PX 1299.080 h e ------
73PX 946.0080 h e -----
58PX 451, 4008 h e -----
# of data points': 51m 
Main: 376945.8
Xmax: 381585.0
Yeini SBl-aoaO'.
Ymex: 5018678.
arid  Size: 252.0 n
Avg. Dist: 2280.3 n 
Bandmidth: 880.8 m
LSCV soore: .18265E*lO
5013000 I : I I. 1 I I I I. .1- I 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 ! I I
376808 378888 388880
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5 8 1 7 S M
5B160SB
ssîseae f-
5oi4@ee
1994 Radio 353
S 0 1 9 Q 8 Q  r  ' t  I I I I I I I  I I I  I I  1 — |  I  "1 I l I I I I ' I I r ~ I f  1
S013BS0
'"'K#
-1— 1— L_i_L-l__l 1-i I I I I i .1 1 t,! I.
Datafile: X94R353.TXr 
Output File; K94R393.0U 
Dlsplau Units: matars 
Adaptlva Karnal
90PX 1238. BQB ha ------
75PV! 893. 1880 h a -----
58PX 462.7080 ha -----
» ÔF Oatâ points! 305 
Xmin: 376755.8
Xmax: 381595.0
=013840,
Vnax: 5818580.
Grid Sian: 240.8 m
Awg. Dist: 2217.7 m 
G#ndwidtM: 795.5 n
LSCV soora: .15185E+18
376080 3?œQ8 380008
1994 Radio 354
9 0 1 9 0 8 0  I I I 1 I I  I I I I I  < I I I { I I r I j  I I I I I 1 t I I
9018880 J-
5017800
9016000 -
5014000 -
Oataflla: K94R3S4.TXT 
Output Fila: X94R354.0U 
Dlsplau Units: matars 
Adaptive K e m e l
90PX 1170.080 h a ------
75PX 962.8080 ha -----
58PVC 547.6080 h a  -
8 "data isa#%ta : 980 
Xmin: 376759.0
Xmax: 381585.8
Vmin: 5814028.
Vmax: 5018678.
Grid Siza; 241.5 m
Av8 . Dist: 2389.3 m 
Bandwidth: 816.0 m
L8CV seore: .16973E*10
9013000 ■J—1—1—L_I—I—I—lJ  I I I I I I I J I I 1 I t  I I
376000 378808
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1995 Radio 359
“I I I I I r~i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r
S0186«Mi
S01760*
5016608
5015608
5014608
5813688 _ l  I I I I I . .J I I I I I
Outiout File: X9SF:3S9.0U 
DisialasJ Units: meitsrs 
Aclaiotive K e m e l
93F % 1137. 008 Fia------
75P% 773.0008 ha -----
3 W %  403.3000 h a -----
# dF data pelrts:
Xain: 376635.8
Xmax: 391525.0
SOiais*.
Vaax: 5818678.
Brid Size: 241.5 a
Av#. 81st! 3889.9 a 
Bandwidth:
LSCV score:
729.9 a 
198606+10
376488 380488
1995 Radio 440
5017688
9016600
3013600
9014600
5019608
Mm :.
g m i /
•. r .  \  ,
I s i l
- I — 1— 1— I— J— I— J  1—1 I—I— J I— L - I  I t _ J  I L
376480 378480 388488
OataFile: K93R440.TXr 
Output File: X95R440.0U 
OisplSM IMlts: meters 
Actamtlva Kernel
90PX 1044.888 h a ------
75P% 795.31388 h a -----
SOPX 400.3908 h a -----
#  of data points: 300
Xmin
Vmin 
Vmax 
Grid Size 
Awo. Dist 
Bandwidth 
LSCV score
376795.0
SSMS5.*
5014280.
5018670.
235.3 m 
3061.8 m 
739.9 a 
. 136946* 18
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1995 Radio 441
r r - i-1 I I I I I I
s o m i M
SQiTemi
y
V i  I I “ T” 'T ' "j ■ =T=r
, t : -
90196018 f-
9014688 -
7 '..'.: \*V
' { - U,• s . y .. 1
V * '  J  J
 I I l _ l  L.
D a tafU#; K99R441.TXT 
OutVHJt File: K99R441.0U 
Display Units: matsr-s 
Acisfitive K a m e l
98PX 1246.000 h a ------
73PX 831.8808 ha -----
38PX 442. 1ÔÔ8 h a -----
#  o t  data aolhts: 980 
Knln: 376665.8
tetSK : 381999.*
Vein: 9014358.
VeaK: 5018648.
Oriel ai re: 244.5 m
Av8 . Dist;
Bandwidth:
LSCV
2898.3 a 
748.9 a 
.169146*10
376480 378408 380480
1995 Radio 445
S O I B C B O
50l?Am0
5014009
5013000
I I J I r I r ' T ’f " ! I i I I I I I > I 1 r r  I i
/I
"Y... ';C r
'% V \
_l 1 ,1 ■ i .1 i 1 L_Jl .1 J .„j I I I I ; I I I
OmtafÈ !e: X95R445.TXT 
OutffMJl File: X9SR445.0U 
04 m alay Unlfcs: metars 
Adm»t4ve K arn a l
90PX 1195.0Cie H a ------
Mmv 9oa. ëmeA H a-----
5mp% 571.omma Ha -----
# of (4ata foelnta; S0O 
min: 37f.G65 m
Xmax: 3A 4575.0
Vntn: 5044478
Vaax: 5916640.
G riiA S&xa: 243.9 m
Avg. Dist: 2192.5 a
GantlwidtH: 750.0  a
L6CV acora: .1S379C * 1©
3V641KI 370490 000490
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1995 Radio 446
rr~i' I t - Y-T-T  , r Y T  T-r I" I i r i i ■]'"i—r-r -T j-i— z  '
soiseaa -
SOlTGSa
30166##
SO1S60B
50146##
50136##
y  •. .*
_l I I I I I I I I I I L-I-„i l_
"N i
J L_J I . ,1. J 1_
OutiM.tl File: X99R446.0U 
Dlnplav Unit*: ia«t*ars 
Aciaml lve Kaimel
9#F'X 1272 . #00 h » ------
7SF% aea.iâoo h» -----
@@f% 4t».2(M90 h * .....
tt oF d«t« point*: 30# 
Xmin: 376725.0
Xh u k : 301555.0
V h m k : S01S640.
Orld SI z#: 241.5 m
Awa. Dist: 3063.3 M
Bandwidth: 743.3 n
LSCV *.30r«: . 153666*10
s7s=tsa STSISS
1995 Radia 457
501760#
501660#
501560#
SO1460# -
# #
501360# U—L-l—X_i—1—1—I—1—1—I—1—1 I—LJ—1 t- L.,1 L_l_
Omtmflle: X95R4ST.TFrr 
Output File: X9SR457.QU 
0 1 * p l M  Unit*: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
9@P% 1172 .1900 h a ------
T5r% 636. oiueiil n& — — -
SOPM 525. a m o  h a -----
# oF data FOints: 500 
X m l M  376705.0 
Xmax: 301505.#
Vmin: 3014290.
Vmax: 3018670.
Brtd Size 
Aw«. Dist 
Bandwidth 
Leur srâcirë>
240.0 m 
2152.7 a 
753.3 a
. î3B3âê*îD
376408 378480 380‘<IO0
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1995 Radio 450
' ' ' '  I ' I I I I • I I I y r — i ~ n — y --------- r ~ i — y -
50186QB
3016861»
5015666
51)14660 -
51)13666
I
-A '
_ u _ i— I— I— L_i_j.., I , ,1 ,,t, _ j _ j  I I i 1 I 1 I I I   I I 1 I
37640)3 371340)3 sao'tea
0«6af 11 Cl : K93R45B. T>rr 
Output File! X95R456.0L1 
D isplace U n i ts :  me t a r s  
Adaptive Kernel
9iaPi«! 16)39. oce h a ------
75PX 659.4)366 h a -----
5)3P% 465.6006 ha  -----
6 OF data paiiitm: sect 
Xmln: 376695,13
Knax; 381555.6 
vmln: 5014230,
Vmax; 5018676.
Grid 9ize: 243.i3 m
frv9. Diet:
E !anc<H ldtl4 :
LSCV socinc !
2687.9 m 
734.3 n 
.16649E+ie
1995 Radio 452
501860*
501760*
5015608
501460*
50136**
r I r 1—[ ')'I'T r j -i-fTT 7 r- i i - ri-T- y —c
-I I— I i_JL_i I I I L_l
37640* 373400
»<®aR4Si-.TKT 
Output File: X93R4S2.au 
Display Units: meterm 
Adaptive K a m e l
9#P% 1241.060 ha -----
75RX 034.3000 ha -----
5)0PX 457.6008 ha 
#  or àaia pointa: 3VÔ 
Xnin: 376696.*
Xmax; 381585.0 
Y-ini 5*14830.
Vmax: 5)31667*.
Grid Size: 244.3 m
Awe. Oiat: 
Bandwidth! 
LSCd
2106.6 n 
739.5 m 
. 17059E* iO
89
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1995 Radio 453
' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' I ' I ' ' ' I j I '"H'i J' '' 14"
s o i m u  -
S01760B
SOl&iiOQ -
S01960G -
SU1468B -
'.s  -,-J-
: V -  ■
>
r i '/ . '.
.' V
t *,
h
sJ
soi36«e
-s?«4sa
Dwit«rile: >®5R453.Txr 
Output Fil*: X93R433.0U 
Oisplav Units: naitiars 
tisa  «amal 
9«PX 11*5.000 F)«------
-I—I—I—I—1—I—I—I—I—I__I I I I I I I
73P% 796. 1800 Fia —  - 
58F% 44* 5000 Fia --- 
« of data points: aïO 
Katn: 076785.0
Fiaax: 381585.8
Vain: 5013818.
V m k : 5818648.
Sri ci Siza: 240.0 n
Ae*. Slst:
BancWIcItM:
LSCV SQCira:
688.9 a 
.169636*10
1995 Radio 446
3(118008 -
9017608
50166*8
’i - - ’-V- '  /
5015688 -
5014680
5013600 p«jaaJL»mJLaiai=aJL» 1.1 il r I > ■ I l
Oataflla; K83R456.7XT 
Output Fila: K95R456.0U 
Olnplaâ ünitsl matara 
FMaptive Kernal
30PX 1127.088 F « ------
7SFM 785.8808 h . -----
5*P% 373.0880 K* .....
* ef data pointa: 308 
Kmin: 376695.0
Xma»: 381385.0
Vmin: 3*14470.
V i u k : 5*18380.
Srià 3ize> 34#.3 n
Aw9. Dlot: 2067.0 n
BanclHldtFi: 738.2 n
t « G V  - a .199816*18
3764*8 308408
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1996 Radio 240
soiaeao
SOlTfiM
soiÆfim
Sai468B
?  T f  ^  » r J ^ “r  J ï  r  j  t i " r “ r  " [  " f  1 ï  r j *
Ni*
I  ,
X -l k_JU
376460 376400 380406
Dait4fti«: K96PI240.TKT 
Outioub Fila: K96R240.0U 
Di si»:ay Units: ma tars 
Aolaiotive Kernal
60F% *199.800 h a ------
75P% 881.3000 ha — ---
30F% 498. lOES h â -----
# of data icoirit*: SOO 
Kalr>; 37675». 8 
aOdUMMM 8 
Vain: 9814020.
Vawc: 5018640.
8rid Sîza: 247.5 a
Aw«. Dist: 
Bandwlctth: 
18CV
2135.4 a 
770.5 a 
.16729E+te
1996 Radio 241
: t - i I I I I I T T I I l ' i I I I I T ~ i I 1 1 I I [ r
18600
51)17600
SU16600
; .;v  '
» Î 2 S - ïU f i /V V ; | .
5U15600 -
5014600 -
5(ii3<>oa _i I r I I I 1 i L
Uataflla: K96R241.TKT 
Output Fila: K93R241.0U 
OÎBPlau Uni ta: metara 
Aciati»trivci Ker-ncil
9@P% l i æ . Q S #  h e - ----
7ÿr% Ts:z.o>9eie h a -----
sorx 417.30f<6 h a -----
H of data points: 5ElG 
küairit 376TZ5 
Km k : 301645 @
Vnin: 301393m.
V m k : 5018640.
Brid Sîza: 246.0 a
fiV9- Dftst: 3843.1 H
Bandwidth: 728.3 m
"1 L&Ĉ soc re : . +
376400 370400 380408
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S01S64MI
3014608
I I' r i-( ■
1996 Radio 243
II
581368# I— ■— I— I— I— I I, I— l_l— L_J— I J L_l 
376408 S78409 388408
SstLAfiie; K&çe24î.TMr 
Outiout File: X96RZ43.au 
Dispiaw Unite: eeter# 
Aclaiatlve Kerne:
98P% 1880.888 h e ------
73FK 788.4808 ha -----
S8F7C 348.4808 h a -----
#  oF' mate points: 308 
Xeln! 376989.0 
Xh k : 381615.0
Yeirtl «w<4e-m 
Vmax: 5818640.
eriO Size: 235.3 m
Awo. Diet: 
eanclMtdtH:
LSCV soore:
170S.3 n 
620.4 m 
.183666*10
1996 Radio 342
9018688
30X7608
3015688
9014680
9013600
-I I— I : ! I I I ! I 1 I } I I r~i ! ; I I I I 1 ! r-
...
\  /
JL_L_I—L . J —L _ i _ L _ 0 _ J __l_(___I__I___I 1 1__L _ J ___L _ l_______U J ___L _ i_
376408 378408 388400
Datarile: K96R34a.TXT 
Output Fite: X9.SR3 43 . Oil 
Dlsplev Units: meters 
Adapt! 'i/e Kernel
98F% 1140.808 h e ------
73P% 784.0108 he -----
a S F T S  4 7 9 .  l a s o  h e ................
# oF data points; 3*0 
Xeln: 376725.8
Xeax: 331615.8
Vein: 9814020.
V m a K : 5818700.
Orid Size: 244.S m
Fiwe. Diet: 2060.2 e
Oandwidth:
LECV soore:
760.8 M 
.175786*10
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1996 Radio 345
soteea*
S017«4M
301660*
3764*0
_J I I I I l_I—I—1—L_l—I I I I I I I I 1 .1
D#t#« * I#: K96R34E>.TKr 
O u W n t  Film: X»5F!345.0U 
Oisplav unltm: mmtmrm 
Aetamllve Kernel
9*F% 1165.00* Ita------
73F% 75*.900# F,m-----
3SFM" 344. 300* I t » -----
# of dale l'Oinlx: SB* 
Knlr: 376725.*
3*4325.*
Vnin: 5*13960.
Vn«K: 5*18670.
Grid Siza 
Aw*. Dist 
BandMldtlt
LSCV siaore
240.0 m 
1950.4 m 
7*2.1 m 
.197116+10
1 yyo iLauiO j  / j
. 1 I I r j -rnr~T— r j -T-T— r  i-']-i I I i [ i i i i | i
püï.'SSOS
3017600
501560*
501460* -
5*1360*
• i* ‘ V  '
= a r . . M
-1— t ,.l I t, J L . J  - I L .  L. .1. J _ l I ■ ■___■ I ■
Datai il*: »96*373.TKT 
Outivut Film: K96R373.01I 
Disola^ Uiits: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
9*0% 1*34.000 ha ------------
?5P% 713.4000 Fi* —-----
SOPX 389.4000 h a -----
* of data points; 560 
HbtT.-: 375TSS.6
F3mik: 381645.0
Vnin: 581414*.
Vnax: 5*1879*.
Grid Size! 243.0 m
Aw*. Oint: 1837.3 n
Bandwidth: 685.1 n
LSCV soora: .19463E+1B
3764*0 373400 3804*0
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1996 Radio 376
; r'T “'T' T -T- IT-T-J' ' J  J  r
3018600
301460#
— r -
3016600 -
iiiSl
5013600 I— 1— >-■L - J— 1 - 1  - I I— L_J— L. I. . . i _ J — L _ i .  . j . .  1 I I I , I .  I I
376400 378400 S80408
Datai!le: K96R37g.TKT 
Outpn.,t File; X96F376.0U 
D!mi»l#W Units; meter's 
Âderit I we Kernel
90P% 1201.000 ha ------
--
73F% 830.9000 ha -----
SSFK 299.3000 ha -----
# of data points: 500 
Kain: 376735.0
Xmax: 331535.0
Vain: 5307150.
VmaK: 5318840.
Grid Size; 574.5 m
ftv9 . Dlat: 
Bandwidth: 
LSCV soore:
2033.1 a 
747.0 a 
.£3164E*11
5018600
3017600
Datafile: K96R37B.TXT 
Outavit File: X96B378.au 
Dlsplav Units: meters 
Adaptive Kernel
90PX 1082.008 ha ------
75PX 726.4300 h a -----
S4FX 379.7000 h a .....
# of data points: 580 
Ttein: 3767*5.0
Km k : 301615.8
Vain: 5013370.
Vaax: 5018670.
Grid Size: 244.3 a
Fiws. Oist: 1834.9 a
Bandwidth: 695.2 a
LSCV soore: .28463E+18
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1996 Radio 389
S U l B f î f i l O
S 0 1 Ë 6 O O
5015*00
5014580
5013600
\ \
_i— ;■
3764*9 37%Me* S80408
0«t<if i !•>: K96R389.T>>T
Owt|owt TÈle: >3ôP:3:î5'.*3ii 
Oisfsla'j U nits: m eters 
Aclar» t- * ’*«■ Keme 1
*DP% 115a>)96tO t,#------
7SF% ?39.5'3GiD h a --------
S t D P X  3 7 0 , 1 1 3 0 0  h a ----------
#  o 9  d a t a  p o i n t s :  3 E * @  
Kjnin: 376735.0
Kma>;: 331335.3
Vmln; 5013330.
VmaK: 50)0700 .
Jarld Siza:
Avsf. l)i#b: 
bandwidth:
L6CV seore:
240.0 m 
1000,2 ro 
873.7 m 
. 132 93E ♦ 10
1996 Radio 449
T T  n - T - T — T— r T T "
9018600 -
5017600 -
9015600
9014600
5013600 I...I, L .1
K06R440.7Xr 
Outm.it Fil»; K96|i:449.QU 
D t m . l M  Units: net«rs 
Aciaistive Kernel
98F’X 1132 . œ o  lia------
?5P% soil4900 he —  —  - 
50F'X 5 5 115000 he — . 
*  o T  ê a t e  p a i r i t s '  bitw  
Knini 376665.0 
Kme>:: 381675.0
Vmi-riZ 9 0 1 4 7 0 0 .
V u k : 3018610.
Grid Size: 250.5 m
Ova. Olst: 2198.3 M
Bendwidtn: 780.4 m
LSCV soore; .131646*10
376400 378408 3efr>«8
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